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The Smooth Approach
On this show…
 lots of derivatives lots of derivatives
 tedious expressions in coordinates

For what?
 only to discover that there are 
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invariant measures…
 we can do better!

In fact… This is 
our whole goal



What Will We Measure?
Convex sets in n-space
 an object living in n dim space an object living in n-dim space
 convex, compact subset of 

 e.g., points, edges, faces
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What Will We Measure?
Convex sets in n-space
 an object living in n dim space an object living in n-dim space
 convex, compact subset of       + 

finite unions and intersections
 e.g., points, edges, faces                   

or entire mesh
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or entire mesh…



Starting from Scratch
Want to measure things
 what is a measure? ∈ Rn

 what is a measure?

 convex, compact sets
 finite unions and intersections

i ( ) dditi it provided this expression
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 axioms: (2) additivity provided this expression 
makes sense

Geometric Measures
More axioms
 (3) Euclidean motion invariant

Don’t want dependence on 
coordinate origin or orientation

 (3) Euclidean motion invariant
 (4) normalization (parallelotope)
 example: volume
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Are there others?
How do we extend them?



Other Measures
Elementary symmetric functions
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 area/2
 length/4

Invariant Measures
Intrinsic volumes
 n measures in n dimensions n measures in n dimensions
 how to generalize to compact, 

convex sets?

Geometric probability

Volume, area, mean width?!
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 ex: measure points in set
 probability of hitting set!



Geometric Probability
Blindly throw darts 
& count number of hits& count number of hits

Darts: k-dim subspaces of n-D
 points
 lines
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 planes
 volumes

k=0
n=2

Geometric Probability
Indicator function,
 input a dart input: a dart 
 output (point dart):

1 if dart hits body
0 if dart misses body 

0
0

0

0

11
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0
0

0

0

1

1

k=0
n=2



Geometric Probability
Indicator function,
 input a dart 1 2 input: a dart 
 output (point dart):

1 if dart hits body
0 if dart misses body 

 in general

0
0

0

0

11

0 1 2
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k=0
n=2

 in general,
output is                                               
# of hits 0

0
0

0

1

1
k=1
n=2

Geometric Probability
Throw N random darts to estimate 
volumevolume

R

C
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k=0
n=2



Geometric Probability
Throw N random darts to estimate 
volumevolume

Throw all the darts you have…
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Geometric Probability
Throw N random darts to estimate 
volumevolume
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Grassmannian
k-dim subspaces of n-D
 not nec’y through origin not nec’y through origin
 example: lines in R3

 measure of lines through rectangle
disjoint 
union of 
planar 

regions
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g

Grassmannian
k-dim subspaces of n-D
 not nec’y through origin not nec’y through origin
 example: lines in R3

 measure of lines through rectangle
number of times  meets D
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number of times  meets D



Grassmannian
k-dim subspaces of n-D
 not nec’y through origin not nec’y through origin
 example: lines in R3

 measure of lines through rectangle
li it i f
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 limit process gives surface area

Example: Lines in R3

Measure of lines thru planar 
surfacesurface
 limit process gives surface area for 

arbitrary planar surface 
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Example: Lines in R3

Measure of lines through planar 
surfacesurface
 limit process gives surface area for 

arbitrary planar surface 
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Example: Lines in R3

Measure of lines through planar 
surfacesurface
 limit process gives surface area for 

arbitrary planar surface 
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Example: Lines in R3

Area of (non-planar disjoint) 
surface Dsurface D
 partition into planar regions, Ci

disjoint union
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Example: Lines in R3

Area of (non-planar disjoint) 
surface Dsurface D
 partition into planar regions, Ci

 add areas of each region

number of times  meets D
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Example: Lines in R3

Area of (non-planar, disjoint) 
surface Dsurface D
 partition into planar regions, Ci

 add areas of each region

number of times  meets D

0 1 2
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Example: Planes in R3

Measure planes along a curve:   
 simplest curve line segment simplest curve: line segment
 proportional to length
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Example: Planes in R3

Measure planes along a curve:   
 simplest curve line segment simplest curve: line segment
 proportional to length
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Example: planes in R3

Measure planes along a curve:   
 consider polyline consider polyline
 proportional to length
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Mean Width
Measure of planes along line…
 for a curve just the length for a curve just the length
 back to the parallelotope
 planes u⊥ mt. P iff mt. c
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 now average over u

 generally:

Recap
Axioms
 it is a measure it is a measure
 Euclidian motion invariance
 additivity
 some normalization

( )
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 k(C) for compact convex set is the 
Grassmannian measure of all linear 
varieties of dim. n-k meeting C



But wait…
Do we have all of them?
 there is one missing there is one missing
 symmetric function of order zero

 extend to all convex sets

Check that this is 
indeed a measure
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indicator function

limit from the right

Going to Higher-D
Peel off dimension at a time

 for finite connected(!) union of 
convex compact sets
 Euler characteristic!

restriction to hyperplane
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 Euler characteristic!



Going to Higher-D
Peel off dimension at a time

 for finite connected(!) union of 
convex compact sets
 Euler characteristic!

restriction to hyperplane
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 Euler characteristic!

Euler Character
For a polyhedron
 assume simplicial complex assume simplicial complex
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All others follow…



Continuity
Our final axiom
 measure should be continuous measure should be continuous

Hadwiger (1957)
 these measures form a basis for all 

ti dditi i id ti
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continuous additive rigid motion 
invariant measures on ring of 
convex sets

Putting it Together
Through inflated convex regions
 convex sets in Rn

min distance to set
 convex sets in Rn
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Example in 2D
Inflate a planar polygon by epsilon
 what is the new area? what is the new area?
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Example in 2D
Inflate a planar polygon by epsilon
 what is the new area? what is the new area?
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Example in 2D
Inflate a planar polygon by epsilon
 what is the new area? what is the new area?
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Example in 3D
Inflate a polyhedron this time
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Example in 3D
Inflate a polyhedron this time
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Example in 3D
Inflate a polyhedron this time
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Example in 3D
Inflate a polyhedron this time
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Putting it Together
Steiner, Cauchy, Hadwiger
 convex sets in Rn convex sets in Rn

min distance to set

Intrinsic Volumes

Quermaßintegrale
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unit ball

Intrinsic Volumes



Steiner
Example in R3
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if K is C2

normalized elementary symmetric 
functions in principal curvatures

Proof
Steiner
 by induction and with use of the by induction and with use of the 

Cauchy formula
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Smooth case
 tedious but elementary calculation



How to Use?
Want to measure deformation?
 only very few measures need apply only very few measures need apply
 volume, area, mean width, 

Define curvatures of polyhedra?
 deal with convexity issue…
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Normal cycle
Cohen-Steiner/Morvan


